Creative Dance
Scene

Movement Concept
Space

Grass

Effort

Relationships

Curved pathway

Free Flow

Narrow Body parts

Medium time

Light Force

Alone in Mass

Up (head in high level, above

Slow - medium

tall grass)
Mud

Straight pathway

Strong Force

Wide shape

Forward/Backward (rocking

Slow Time

Unison

to free feet from mud)

Bound Flow

Far from others

Curvy Pathway

Strong Force

Through

Large extension (balance)

Free Flow

Alongside (hold hands, go

Middle (step high)
Far extensions (for balance)
River

Forest

High Level (hands, keep shoes Slow Time

through)

dry)

Near others

Zig Zag pathway

Light force

Far relationships (spread out)
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Creative Dance
Right/Left

Bound flow

Twisted shape (around

High and Low levels (Jump

Slow - medium

branches)

over rocks/stumps and duck

Over/Under

branches)
Snow Storm

Curvy pathway

Free flow

Round narrow shape (bundle

Forward/backward (wind

Strong force

up from cold)

blows you)

Slow time

Near others (for warmth)

Straight pathway

Slow

Leading/following

Low and middle levels

Light force

Near others

(ducking in cave)

Bound flow

Small extensions
Cave

Return trip – chased by bear
Use the same movement concepts above except everything in fast time.
Other concepts to apply: Inside/Outside (door of house), Relationships (blanket)
Figure 1. Bear Hunt
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Creative Dance

Act
1

Description

Honey Guide

Badger
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Lion

Honeyguide leading Badger

Lead Badger, fast, light force,

Following loping, slow

Lion sleeping in den, small

to honey, Badger eating it all

zig zag following Bee, long

movements, strong force,

curled shape.

and Honeyguide

extensions (wings), circling

ripping open honey, eating

demonstrating anger.

honey, then circling Badger

fast, slow waddle back to den,

Honeyguide then follows

as he eats all of the honey.

content.

badger back to den

Moving faster in zig zag
pathways demonstrating
anger.
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Honeyguide leading the

Lead Badger, fast, light force,

Following Honeyguide,

Startled lion moves fast, large

badger, Badger becoming

free flowing, long extensions

moving slow at beginning,

extensions to look big, strong

more frustrated and angry

(wings), travel through each

then faster. Show frustration

force.

culminating with the

environment (zig zag through

with bound flow.

discovery of the Lion

bamboo, strong force
stomping on log etc…)

Creative Dance
3
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Flight from the Lion –

Follow Badger and Lion, light Fleeing Lion, straight

Chasing Badger, strong force,

Frightened Badger leads,

force, moving fast in curvy

pathways, strong force, fast

free flow, straight pathway.

angry Lion follows Badger,

pathways, free flowing, large

time, bound flow. Low level,

Long extension reaching into

small extensions into burrow.

low level burrow.

happy Honeyguide trails them extensions.
both.
Figure B. Honey, Honey…Lion

